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The Company's sustainability performance is rated
as very good. This rating is based on a moderate ESG
performance, a hundred percent positive product
portfolio and no involvement in any controversial
business activities.

Photon Energy provides solar energy and clean water
solutions around the world. The Company has been
building and commissioning solar power plants with a
combined capacity of over 100 MWp since 2008. The
Company also has power plants with a combined
capacity of 74.7 MWp in its own portfolio. Photon Water,
the Company’s second major business unit, delivers
clean water solutions, which include treatment and
remediation services as well as the development and
management of wells and a variety of other water
resources.
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Positive
products

The provision of services related to solar energy and clean water solutions
(100 percent) is assessed as positive from a sustainability perspective.
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Photon Energy is not involved in any controversial business activities. Such activities include nuclear
power, fossil fuels, armaments, hazardous chemicals, addictive substances (alcohol, tobacco, and
cannabis), gambling, animal testing and industrial livestock production.
CONTROVERSIES

There is no evidence to indicate that Photon Energy is involved in any
controversies.
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imug | rating provides research and rating services that are prepared with appropriate qualifications and due care and diligence, thus making every reasonable effort to ensure the accuracy
of the information provided. imug | rating does not, however, give any warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of such information. imug | rating disclaims all liability to the client for any loss or damage directly or indirectly caused by the use of its research and rating results. All results and value judgments provided by imug | rating do not
constitute purchase or investment recommendations.
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